
Beowulf Literary Analysis Final Checklist- Honors 
 
Overall theory of revision and editing:  
Focus on higher order concerns first: does your paper communicate what you are trying to say? 
Do you fully explore the depth and complexity of your topic? Do your pieces of evidence and 
warrants defend your thesis throughout? Etc. You need to fix these larger components before you 
begin to fix the nit-picky items.  
Later focus on lower-order-concerns: punctuation, capitalization, inclusion of vocabulary, 
sentence variety, etc.   
 
Overall Quality:  

q The paper demonstrates the writer’s thorough understanding of Beowulf and explores 
the text in a deeply analytical way.  

q The paper demonstrates the author’s understanding of analytical writing and improves 
upon prior SAT writings’ shortcomings.  

q The author is happy to include this writing in a permanent portfolio, as it demonstrates 
this author’s best writing and thinking. The author is happy to read the paper aloud and 
take credit for the work.  

 
Development of Ideas and Paragraphs:  

q Thesis: The response includes a precise, arguable, and complex central thesis 
q Introduction: introduces the central exploration of the paper by including a captivating 

beginning, a bridge to the thesis, and the title of the text (underlined) 
q Development: the writing demonstrates highly effective progression of ideas both 

within paragraphs and throughout the essay. 
q Within paragraphs:  

§ Each paragraph has a focus and a purpose to serve in building the 
argument of the paper 

§ Claim (a focus to the paragraph that is analytical and taking a stance, not 
just summary) 

§ Evidence (quoted and paraphrased evidence that directly speaks to your 
claim) 

§ Warrant sentences (explains your evidence, explains the evidence’s 
defense of the claim, and also ties together the paragraph/ties it to the 
overall thesis) 

**May not always be linear progression of C à E à W. May have more 
layers within the paragraph, multiple pieces of evidence, etc. 

q Transitions: full sentences bridging the gap from the end of your previous 
paragraph to introducing your next topic.  

q Conclusion: Ties the paper together in a way that reiterates (in new phrasing) your main 
points in a direct response to your original thesis. Your paper should also bring the focus 
forward- from close analysis to returning to the bigger picture.  

q Overall:  
q Response is cohesive (has a strong, purposeful flow from beginning to ending) 
q Writer develops ideas thoroughly, diving deep into analysis rather than staying at 

the surface level 
 
 



Evidence and Quotations:  
q Overall:  

q Evidence included from both the literary text (Beowulf) and at least one outside 
academic, published source. 

§ Evidence from outside source is relevant to paper topic and furthers 
author’s argument 

§ Outside source is a published or highly academic source 
q Evidence is relevant, sufficient, and strategically chosen. 

q Use of Evidence and Citations: 
q Evidence is always introduced and never just dropped into the paragraph. Writer 

wraps the evidence in his/her own sentences.  
§ None of the quotes are introduced as:       

In line 1234, it says, “Beowulf said to the Danes…” 
q Are the quotations cited correctly?  (Note the example below.) 

Beowulf also demonstrates his bravery when “he dove into the 
lake/without a glance back” (89). 

**don’t forget to use the slash (/) to indicate line breaks, and keep the original 
formatting in terms of capitalization, punctuation, etc.  

 
MLA, Formatting, Grammar, and Mechanics: 

q Does your entire paper following MLA paper formatting guidelines:  
q Double-spaced 
q Header in upper left corner:  
q 1 inch margins all around 
q 12 point font, Times New Roman or Arial 

q Grammar: especially verb tenses and complete sentences 
q Mechanics: spelling, punctuation, sentence variety, few pronouns, 

transitions present, proper capitalization, etc.  
q MLA Works Cited Page 

q Every source you use is included in an alphabetical list 
**Don’t forget Mrs. Henning gave you the Beowulf citation 

q Hanging indents 
q Proper formatting (italics, underlining, capitalization, etc.) 
q See “Purdue OWL MLA” page for more guidance 

q Title: an original title that hints at the topics to be addressed in the paper 
q Is the title presented without being bolded, italicized, or in quotation marks? 

q Text name: the full-length texts (such as Beowulf) are underlined. Articles or short 
works you reference as outside sources are in quotation marks (“  “) 

q Writing is academic and does not include first or second-person (I, we, you) 
 
Proofreading Tricks:   

q Have another person read your writing, and ask that reader to identify areas of confusion 
and areas of strength.  

q Read it aloud to yourself. The whole thing. As if it were a speech.  
q Read it backwards, sentence-by-sentence. 
q Read as if you are an editor possibly printing this paper in your publication for the public 

to closely examine and criticize. Check closely for grammar, spelling, and mechanics. 
q Read it and fill out this checklist.   
q Read it and highlight where you fall on the rubric.  
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